Bus stop « République »
To go to the campus

The venue: Building 2 of the « Campus de Beaulieu »

Bus stop « Tournebride »
Where you get off the bus
There are screens in the bus that tell you where you are

Bus stop « Musée des Beaux Arts »
Most hotels are in this area within walking distance to the bus stops

For those staying close to the train station
There is a metro that goes to République and, with the same ticket, you can take the bus.
You can also walk, it is not far.

You can take bus 4 or 6
Here is the schedule to go to the meeting place

Ligne 4 – République 8h21 arrival Tournebride 8h33
Ligne 6 – République 8h26 arrival Tournebride 8h38
Ligne 4 – République 8h32 arrival Tournebride 8h44
Ligne 6 – République 8h41 arrival Tournebride 8h53
Ligne 4 – République 8h42 arrival Tournebride 8h54
Ligne 4 – République 8h53 arrival Tournebride 9h05